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rrf = arg 
r;g = 0,f 
f in ( f : g )  is a Hankel singular vector for r corresponding  to 0, 
f E L ,  is allpass if f.(s) f ( s )  = 1 
f E H, is inner if f - ( s )  f ( s )  = 1 
f E H, is outer if f-' E H, 
Every f E H, can be factored as f = f, fo with fi inner 
and f o  outer (inner-outer factorization) 
deg(p(s)) degree of polynomial  p(s) 
p ( s )  is Hurwitz ii all of its roots are in R e : s ]  < 0 
111. P R O B L E M   F O R M C L . 4 T I O N  AND S O L U T I O K  
Consider the H, optimizition problem 
min ' r ( s )  - z(sj11, (1) 
Z ( S : E R H ,  
where r ( s )  is a given function in RL,. It was indicated in 
section 1, that  many  interesting  control  problems  can  be  re- 
duced to problem 1. The solution of this problem has been 
given in many  different  ways.  An  excellent  source  for  the 
novice reader is : 7 : .  
On  the  other  hand  consider  the  weighted H? optimization 
problem 
min ' w ( s j : r ( s )  - z(s) l  2 (2) 
where w ( s )  and ~ ( s )  are giver, functions in RL,. Problem 2 
has  a  particularly  simple  solution in view of the  inner  product 
structure of L 2 .  More precicely the solution of problem 2 is 
given by 
z,; = w ; ' ( s :  . : w L ' , ( s ) r ( s ) : e  ( 3 )  
where u 0 ( s )  is :he outer part of ~ ( s )  (i19:). 
In what follows. we show that  given an H, optimization 
problem 1: there exists a weight w ( 5 )  so that the solution of 
problem 2 also solves problem 1, and  furthermore we explic- 
itly calculate such an "optimal" weight. IVe remark that in 
view of solution ( 3 ) :  we can  assume  without loss of generality 
(wlog)  that  he  optimal  weight w ( 5 )  is an  outer  (i.e.  sta- 
ble and minimum phase) function. Our main result is stated 
more precisely as follows. 
Theorem 1 
-'.',CRH, 
,li
'2 
Given r ( s )  E RL,? there  exists  a  proper  weight w(s)  
which is stable  and  minimum  phase,  such  that  the  solution  to 
min:(2;ERHm w ( s ) ~ r ( s ) - z ( s : )  i 2 !  alsosolves minz(s)ERH, ~ ; r ( s ) -  
z ( s ) , ' = .  This  optimal  weight is given by the  right  Hankel  sin- 
gular vector of r ( s )  corresponding to its maximun Hankel 
singular  value. 
P r o o f  
Let us express r ( s )  as 
r ( s )  = - 
d r  (8) 
( 4 )  
where n, (s )  and d,(s) are polynomials. We can assume wlog 
that  r ( s )  E RH, and that  r ( s )  it is strictly proper. This is 
so because we can  write r ( s )  = ! ~ ( s ) : ~  - [r(s)j-, and if there 
exists w(s) so tha t  z-(s)  is the common solution of (1) and 
(2)  for r ( s )  replaced by [ r ( s ) : - ,  then I($) = :r(s)j, - z-(s) 
is a common solution of (1) and (2)  for the original r ( s )  and 
w(s) .  Therefore wlog we can assume that d,( -s)  is Hurwitz 
and that  deg(n,(s)) < deg(d,(s)). Let us now assume 
is such that (1) and ( 2 )  have a common solution. According 
to the remark preceding the statement of theorem 1, n,(s) 
and dIL(s) can  be  taken  Hurwitz. L-sing ( 3 ) :  the  error  between 
r ( s )  and z$(s) is 
T - znpt = r - w-l  . Lwq3 = w-' . ( U T ] -  i?) . .  
The denominator of jwr:- is clearly d,(s). Let then 
. . 0, . n - ( s )  ' n - ( s )  
U'T - = . .  dr 
where n t ( s )  and n- ( - s )  are  Hurwitz,  and 0, is the  maximum 
Hankel singular value of r ( 5 )  (see section 11). Csing ( 5 )  and 
( 7 )  in (6): we easily obtain 
.4 necessary  and  sufficient  condition  for z$,(s) t o  solve  prob- 
lem (1) is that  
w ( s )  = - - n u ( s )  - nf ( s )  ' n - ( - s )  
du ( 5 )  (-s) 
Since nT(s)  is a polynomial factor of both w ( s )  and  : w r : - ,  
it must be a constant (see appendix A), which can then be 
incorporated in n- (s). Therefore if w ( s )  with the required 
property  exists it must  be of the  form 
In  order  to  determine n- ( s ) :  we look again  at  the  error  func- 
tion. Thus from (8) and (9) we obtain 
It is well known that the infinity norm optimal error can 
expressed  as E ( s )  = g(s);! f ( s ) ,  where ( f , g )  is a Schmidt  pair 
for r, corresponding to  or (17;). It is also well known that 
if r(s) has finite structure f ( s )  = p ( - s ) j d , ( - s ) ,  and g(s) = 
p ( s ) / d , ( s ) ,  where p ( - s )  is some  Hurwitz  polynomial ([20,71). 
From these expressions and (13) we obtain n.-(s)  = CY . p ( s ) ,  
and 
w ( s )  = CY. f ( s )  (14) 
where CY is a nonzero  constant. 
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In  order  to  complete  the  proof we need  only t o  verify ( 7 ) :  
which is equivalent with 
: T f ! -  = 0, ' g (15)  
This is shown in lemma  2 of section  IV. I 
At this  point we have  the  following  corollary. 
Corollarv 1 
Assuming that o is a Hankel singular value for r ( s )  of 
multiplicity one: the optimal weight w ( s )  of theorem 1 is es- 
sentially  unique. 
P r o o f  
From  the  proof of theorem 1: u ( s )  equals C Y '  f ( s ) ,  where 
f (s)  is the Hankel singular vector of r ( s )  corresponding to 
ur, Since f ( s )  is unique  when ur is of multiplicity  one, 
w ( s )  is specified  within  a constant.  Yote  that by taking 
CY = 1: that  is w ( s )  = f ( s ) ,  it  holds minz(..)iRH, i ~ ( s )  - 
z(s)l', = min,(,),RH, l , w ( s ) : r ( s )  - z(s)]  ~2 and  both  minima 
are  achieved  for z(s) given by ( 3 ) .  I 
Theorem 1 can  be  readily  extended  to  the  case of infinity 
norm  minimization of the  sensitivity  transfer  function  ([13;), 
or  similarly of the  complementary  sensitivity  transfer  function 
([lo]). 
Theorem 2 
Let S ( s )  !' (1 - p ( s ) c ( s ) ) - '  be  the  sensitivity  trans- 
fer function in the feedback system of the plant p ( s )  and 
the  controller c (s ) .  Then  there  xists  aproper  weight- 
ing function w ( s )  such that the solutions of the problems 
minS(s)ES ~ / ~ ~ ( s ) S ( s ) i ' ,  and  minS(a)ES l 'w(s )a(s )S(s )1 '2  are  the 
same. Here a ( s )  is a given transfer function and S is the set 
of admissible  sensitivity  transfer  functions  (i.e. S ( s )  E S 
if there exists a stabilizing controller c(s) such that S(s)  = 
[1+ p ( s ) c ( s ) ; - l  ) .  
P r o o f  
The  set  S can be expressed as ( ;14] ,  [7j) 
S = { S ( S )  / S ( S )  = A ( s )  - B ( s ) X ( s ) ,  X ( S )  E H,} 
where A ( s )  and B ( s )  are  transfer  functions in H, deter- 
mined by the plant p ( s ) .  Define A ( s )  2' ja(s)B(s) j ;  . A(s)  
and z(s) 2' : a ( s ) B ( s ) : ,  . X ( s ) .  Consider w ( s )  as in theo- 
rem 1, such that the problems min*(31EH, l ~ A ( s )  - g(s)l l ,  
and min,(3jEH, l /w(s) [A(s)  - 2 ( s ) ] l l z  have the same solu- 
tion. Then minX!gjEHm ~ I w ( s ) a ( s ) [ A ( s )  - B ( s ) X ( s ) ]  ~2 - 
minB(,)EH, : w ( s ) [ i ( s )  - 2(s)lI,2 * min*(,jEHw 1 4 s )  - 
X(s)II, (=$  minx(,)^^, , ' a ( s ) j A ( s )  - B ( s ) X ( s ) ]  ~,. I 
Theorem 2 allows an  interesting  interpretation of the  op- 
timal  weighting  function w ( s ) .  Assume  that  disturbances  are 
injected at  the  plant  output  that  belong  to 
B ,  2' {f(s) iP(s)  = a ( s )  ' g ( s ) :  l1g(s)l,2 = 1) 
It is a well known fact ([13.: [4 ] ,  .7])  that  if one wants to 
minimize the effect of the  disturbances  at  the  output  of  the 
plant for the worst possible signal in 8,; one must minimize 
minqsjES i~a(s)S(s)lIr. This is so since 
'lQ(S)S(S)idrn = SUP{l~S(S)f(S)I'z, f ( s )  E 8,) 
Theorem 2 and corollary 2 show that the optimal weight, 
that is the first Hankel singular vector of [CY(s)B(s)j; . A ( s ) ,  
is a worst case signal in B,. This result provides additional 
justification  for  the  minimization of the  infinity  norm of S(s): 
since it shows that the worst case is not only achieved by 
limits of sequences of pure  sinusoids. 
In the remainder of this section we relate the previous 
results  to  other  works.  From  the  identity [wr]_ - ;wr]$ = wr: 
we obtain 
w- ' [wr]_  - ~ - ~ [ w r ] ~  = r ( 16) 
Since T ( S )  is assumed antistable, 
for some polynomial :(s) with d e g ( n ( s ) )  5 deg(d,(s)). Then 
by substi tuting  (4);(12);(13);   and (17) in (16): we obtain 
or 
U~ ..-(s) . dr(-s) t ~ ( 5 )  . d , (s )  C - S )  nr(s) (18) 
Thus the optimal weight and the H, solution can be com- 
puted by solving (18) for u ,  n - ( s )  and n ( s ) .  We remark  that  
(18)  appears in [20: in the  context of the  optimal  Hankel  norm 
model  reduction  problem. It also  appears in [Q: in minimizing 
the infinity  norm of the  sensitivity  transfer  function.  In  both 
'20: and [9], (18) is sho~vn  to  be  equivalent  with  a  generalized 
eigenvalue problem. Here we remark that (18) is also equiva- 
lent to  a  system of linear  equations in the coefficients of n - ( s )  
and ~ ( s ) ,  after ur is found  as  the  largest  root of a  polynomial 
equation. 
IV. STATE SPACE SOLUTION 
In this section we summarize  the  state  space  expressions 
for the Schmidt pair of T r ,  which in view of theorem 1 also 
provide  a  state  space  description  for  the  optimal  weight. 
These  expressions  are  then  used  to  prove (15) ~ and  t,hus  com- 
plete  the  proof of theorem 1. 
Let 
T ( S )  = c ( s 1 -  A)-'b (19) 
be  a  minimal  state  space  realization of ~ ( s ) .  We maintain  the 
assumption that T ( S )  is completely unstable, i.e. Re:X(A)J  2 
0. Let LC and Lo be  the  controllability  and  observability 
grammians,   that  is LC and L ,  solve  the  Lyapunov  equations 
AL,  - L,AT = bbT (20a) 
A T L ,  T L O A  = c T c  (20b) 
Then the largest eigenvalue of L,L, is of.  Let u be the cor- 
responding eigenvector, i.e. 
and define 
v = 1L.U 
o r  
It obviously holds 
L,u = uru 
The  following lemma is true. Its proof can be found for ex- 
ample in [7j. 
Lemma 1 
Consider r ( s )  given by (19) and  u and 2: defined by (21a) 
and (21b) respectively. Define the rational functions 
g(s) %f c ( s 1  - A)- 'u  (23a) 
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f ( s )  bT(,sI - AT)-'2: (236) 
Then ( f . g )  is a Schmidt pair for r, corresponding to or.  
In  the  next  lemma we prove (15). 
Lemma  2 
For r ( s )  given by (19). and f ( s )  and g(s) defined by 
(23ab).  it holds 
for q ( s )  E R H ,  The problem is then equivalent lvi+h 
P r o o f  
From (19) and (23a) Lve obtain 
where 
di = io A bbT 6 =  (:I1 E = ( c  0) (26) 
Through  the  similarity  transformation T = (; ?)? (26) 
tranforms to  
(27) 
From ( 2 7 )  we readily obtain 
Using (23a) and (22) in (28),  \\-e immediately obtain (24) and 
the proof is complete. rn 
Corollarv 2 
For r ( s )  = c ( s l -A) - ' b  and  antistable,  the  optimal  weight 
of theorem 1 is given by w ( s )  = b T ( s l  - A T ) - ' v 3  where v is 
defined by (20)  tnrough  (22). I 
LVe remark  that in place of (20ab):  one  can  solve 
A L  - L.4 - bc = 0 (29) 
and obtain 2: as the eigenvector of the largest eigenvalue of 
L T ,  since it holds 
LZ = L:L,  (30) 
Sote   that   (30)  is iralid onll- in the  SISO  case.  The  proof 
of (30) is done first for ( A :  b :  c )  balanced and by using the 
relations bT = Rc and ilr = R.4R in (20ab),  where R is 
an appropriate diagonal sign matrix: which hold for SISO 
balanced state-space realizations (:2Oj), 
V. EXAMPLE 
Consider  the  simple  SISO  plant 
and  suppose  that  we want  to  minimize  the  peak of the sensi- 
tivity transfer function S(s) ( l ~ p ( s ) c ( s ) ) - '  over all stabi- 
lizing controllers c ( s ) .  It is easily verified that  all admissible 
S(s) can  be  parametrized  as 
.4 minimal  state  space  realization for 
r ( 5 )  = 
2.5(s - 0.2) 
s - 1  
is .4 = 1. b = 1: c = 3. d = 2 . 5 ,  This gives L,  = 0.5. L, = 3: 
u = 1; = 1, o = 1.5,  and  optimal  weight 
Therefore  the  optimal  sensitivity  can  be  found  from 
min i iw(s )S(s )  i 2  (33) 
where minimization is over all stabilizing controllers. Note 
that according to the interpretation of the optimal weight 
following theorem 2. (32) provides a worst case output dis- 
turbance of bounded  energy  for  the  given  plant.  For  the  above 
example. the fact. that the solution of (33) with ~ ( s )  given 
by (32)  results in a  flat  sensitivity  transfer  function,  has  been 
observed in [17 : .  
VI. CONCLUSION 
In this paper it was shown that SISO H ,  optimization 
problems  are  equivalent  with  weighted Hz optimization  prob- 
lems. This result is true also in the SIISIO case which will 
be  reported  elsewhere.  The  optimal  weight  was  explicitly 
computed  to  be  the  outer  function in the  Schmidt  pair  corre- 
sponding to the largest Hankel singular value of the system 
that is approximated. A summary of a state space proce- 
dure to calculate the optimal weight was given. LVe remark 
that  the proof of theorem 1 and lemma 2 can be extended 
to  show that optimal Hankel norm approximation problems 
are equivalent to a weighted Hz approximation problem. In 
this  case  the  optimal  weight is the (TI - 1)th Hankel  singular 
vector:  where n is the  degree of the  reduced  order  system. 
Our result establishes a direct link between H, optimal 
control  and  R'iener-Hopf  and,  therefore, LQG optimal  control 
theories. Such a link is expected to offer new insights and 
interpretations  for  the  robustness  properties of LQG designs, 
as well as  the  qualitative  properties of H ,  optimal  controllers. 
These issues are currently investigated by the  authors. 
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APPEXDIX A 
In this appendix the following lemma is proved 
Lemma A.l 
Let R ( s )  be a proper rational function and assume that 
p ( s )  is a polynomial factor of both R ( s )  and : R ( s ) : - .  Then 
p ( s )  is a constant. 
P r o o f  
By assumption it holds 
S(s) = 
2.5(s - 0.2) (s - 1)(s - 0.2) 
s - 1  
- 
(s - l )?  4 s )  
Then it also holds 
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From  the  factorization P ( s )  = ! P ( s ) ! ,  + [P(s)j .. wc] obtain 
p ( s )  . [ P ( s ) ] o  T p ( s )  ' ; P ( s ) ] -  = R ( s )  = !R(s ) ]o  + [ R ( s ) ] -  
The  above  relation  yields 
-$(s) ] -  + p ( s )  . [ P ( s ) ] -  = [R(s)j, - 4 s )  . : p ( s ) j ,  (A.4) 
The left hand side of (A.4) is antistable while the  right  hand 
side of (A.4) is stable.  Therefore  both  sides  are  equal  to 
a constant, which in view of (A.2) must be zero, or p ( s )  is 
constant. We then have 
[ R ( s ) ] -  = [ p ( s ) P ( s ) ] -  = p ( s ) ( P ( s ) ; -  (A.5) 
Now let 
Then 
and  from  (A.5),  (A.6),  and  (A.7) we obtain 
Clearing out denominators in (A.8), we observe that the re- 
sulting polynomial equation can be satisfied only if p ( ~ )  is
constant. I 
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